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Eat the Kiwi

“We’ve enabled over 200 outlets to meet
consumer demand for cage-free, organic eggs
through inspired and innovative
supply chain management.”
Eat the Kiwi sought to provide its customers with cage-free,
GMO-free & organic eggs for use within the Hong Kong and Macau
HORECA marketplace, that wasn’t prohibitively expensive and
had the shelf life to withstand 18 days at sea from New Zealand.
They partnered with Frenz to develop a natural wax substance to
seal the porous surface of the egg shell and slow aging, thereby
extending shelf life from 35 to 90 days, while also proving that
sea freighting could maintain a temperature below 5 degrees C
for the duration of the journey . The highest level of food safety
standard, the ISO22000, was needed to ensure quality in the cold
chain all the way to the customers front door, in order that they
could meet rising demand for cage-free eggs.

Sea Change

“We offer a plastic free alternative for the 28 billion
wine bottles used globally each year, while raising
100,000 Euro directly for sea conservation.”
Sea Change partnered with wineries to create a range of
sustainable wines that directly address the single-use plastic
items on a standard wine bottle by cutting 25% of carbon
emissions with a light weight bottle, introducing an all natural
biodegradable cork closure and creating a front and back label
made from Grape Touch paper, that is composed of grape husks
upcycled from the winemaking process. The plastic neck wrap was
removed and water activated glue was used to make packaging
more easily recyclable. Furthermore a donation from each bottle
sold supports ocean conservation charities around the world to
finance community driven education and awareness projects.

Belu Filtered Water

“Customers visiting venues with Belu enjoy highquality filtered water with a much lower carbon
footprint than traditional bottled water. Belu
gives 10)% of profits to WaterAid giving venues the
opportunity to transform lives worldwide through
something as simple as the water they serve.”

Single-use water bottles contribute to the staggering 3,200 tonnes
of waste that HK’s hospitality industry generates daily. Belu is
helping reduce this by enabling restaurants to bottle their own
still & sparkling filtered water on site in reusable bottles – a
solution that dramatically lowers their carbon and waste footprint.
Moreover, its bottles are all made from recycled glass. In its first
year in HK, Belu has installed 15 systems with such partners as The
Upper House, The Mandarin Oriental and Dough Bros. A signatory
of the Climate Neutral Now pledge, Belu accurately reports on
emission offsets. The company is committed to giving all profits
to WaterAid until 2030, and has so far donated over £5 million. A
refreshing drinking alternative for diners and the planet!
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